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Introduction  

Commonly understood as constructions expressing directives or commands to a second 

person, imperatives are defined as a major, universal mood (Aikhenvald, 2015). Most 

researchers liken the imperative mood with the subjunctive or the infinitive (Huntley (1980, 

1984), Stockwell, Schachter & Partee (1973). 

This study provides a syntactic overview of imperatives in Hindi-Urdu. The 

construction remains thoroughly under researched in South Asian languages, escaping 

discussions in previous scholarship, although one can find mentions of the same in 

descriptive grammars of the language. Such an undertaking in the language becomes 

essential due to a marked contrast in the syntactic properties of Hindi-Urdu imperatives in 

comparison to other languages. The current study examines the construction at length, to 

conclude that imperatives in Hindi-Urdu carry differentiated features, [TImp, 2φ] in T 

whereas declaratives carry [TDecl, uφ] in T (Jensen, 2004), which give rise to such 

fascinating structures. 

1 Background Literature 

In recent years, the idea of imperatives as a clause type has become prominent, with 

scholars like Platzack & Rosengren (1997) suggesting that it is the uninterpretable IMP 

feature which manifests the imperative clause type. They posit the existence of an IMP 

feature in the Force° of the sentence which attracts the imperative verb, having a 

corresponding IMP feature, thereby resulting in the construction as we know it. 

Along with this analysis, several other characteristics of imperatives have been brought 

to light. The first among them being the assumption that imperative clauses lack a TP 

projection, essentially meaning that they are devoid of Tense, Aspect, Finiteness and Mood 

(Zanuttini, 1991; Platzack & Rosengren, 1997; Han, 1999; 2000; Beukema & Coopmans 

1989). This line of thought primarily stems from the limited inflection on the imperative 

verb (see (1) for an instance of the same).  Their meagre disposition also renders them 
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anchorless in time and space, although arguably their semantic reference is always a point 

in the future (der Wurff, 2007). 

(1) Leave! 

Another recorded syntactic property of the imperative clause is the optionality of its 

Subject NP (2). Such clauses are essentially addressee-oriented (Downing 1969; Potsdam 

1998). 

 

(2) Helft (ihr) ihm!         [German] 
help you.PL him  
You help him!     [Platzack & Rosengren 1998:195] 
 

In addition, imperatives are allegedly ungrammatical in subordinate constructions due to 

their inability to be embedded (Katz & Postal 1964: 78, Sadock & Zwicky 1985: 174, 

Palmer 1986: 113). Examine (3). 

 

(3) *Ich bitte  dich,  daß sitz   still  auf dem Stuhl  [German] 
I  ask   you  that  sit.IMP quiet  on the   chair 
*I ask you that sit quiet on the chair.  [Platzack & Rosengren 1998:196] 

 

However, this particular claim has been challenged by numerous studies which have put 

forth empirical evidence of imperatives being featured in embedded constructions, like in 

Old Germanic (Platzack 2007), Slovenian (Dvořák & Zimmermann 2006), Ancient Greek 

(Medeiros 2015), Korean (Pak, Portner, & Zanuttini 2008; Schwager 2012), Japanese 

(Schwager 2012; Saito 2012), Mandarin (Chen-Main 2005), Colloquial German (Schwager 

2012; Kaufmann & Poschmann 2013), English and Vietnamese (Crnic & Trinh 2009) etc. 

2 Imperatives in Hindi-Urdu 

Following this brief overview of previous work on the subject, we turn to Hindi-Urdu, 

where we observe that imperatives in the language do not perfectly align with the 

aforementioned characteristics. A bare verb can act as a command for a single person (4), 

and an inflected form is used for non-singular addressees (5), which also forms the polite 

form for singulars. 

 
(4) chal  

walk.2SG 
Walk! 
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(5) chal-o 
walk-IMP.2PL 
walk! 

 

The honorific form may be used for a singular addressee or for multiple addressees (6). 

Optionally, the future marking on the honorific form serves to make it even politer (7). 

 

(6) chal-iye 
walk-HON 
Walk! 

(7) chal-iye-ga  
walk-HON-FUT 
Walk!  

 

As illustrated, Hindi-Urdu imperatives are marked for number and politeness. The 

language also features complex predicates to form imperatives as illustrated below. 

 

(8) a. saaf   kar     b. nahaa  lo 
bathe   take.IMP.2PL  clean   do.IMP.2SG  
Take a bath!      Clean! 

c. dayaa  kar-iye   
mercy   do.IMP-HON   
Have mercy! 

 

Imperatives in the language can also have optional subjects. The optional subject and the 

agreement morphemes on the verb must agree with the honorificity and politeness of the 

subject pronoun, as illustrated by (9). Ungrammaticality in (9c) comes around as a result 

of the pronoun being merely polite in nature which does not match with the verb that carries 

the honorific inflection. Usage of the subject in the imperative construction adds some 

specificity to the meaning by selecting a specific addressee from a set of potential 

addressees.  

 

(9) a. (aap)  ja-iye     b. (tu)  so 
2HON  go.IMP-HON    2SG  sleep.IMP 
(You) go!       (You) sleep!  

 
c. *tum  kha-iye 
2SG   eat.IMP-HON 
You eat! 
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In addition, Hindi-Urdu imperatives allow auxiliaries to accompany the imperative, which 

is uncommon, to say the least. The auxiliary carries the agreement associated with the 

imperative and adds aspectual meanings.  Some auxiliaries that appear in imperative 

constructions include - do ‘give’, lo ‘take’, jao ‘go’, raho ‘stay’. 

 
(10) a. kamra saaf kar do   b. padhai kar  lo 

room  clean do  give.IMP studies  do  take.IMP 
Clean the room!     Do your studies! 

 
c. jaldi so   jaa-iye   d. daud-te  rah-o 
soon  sleep  go.IMP.HON Run-GER  be-IMP 
Sleep soon!       Keep running! 

 
do, lo and ja add a sense of completion to the imperative while raho introduces a 

progressive aspect. Using the auxiliary also changes the imperative force of the imperative 

construction. When contrasting example (10b) with example (11), the former is politer. We 

must note that raho does not have the same impact on the imperative force. 

 

(11) padhai  kar-o 
studies do.IMP 
Do your studies! 

 
As will be shortly observed in Section 3, this property of allowing auxiliaries to occur with 

imperatives follows directly from our proposal of a differing T° in Hindi-Urdu. 

2.1 Embedded Imperatives in Hindi-Urdu 

Another notable property of Hindi-Urdu imperatives is their ability to occur within 

embedded constructions, which stands in contrast to the majority (Palmer 2001: 113).  

 
 (12) Rama   ne  kahaa  ghar  jaao 

Rama  ERG say.PRES home go.IMP 
Rama said go home. 

 

An argument often employed to refute such embeddings is one which reduces them to 

quotatives. We put Hindi-Urdu imperatives through tests put forth in Crnič & Trinh (2009) 

to rule out quotatives in the embedded position and prove that imperatives can indeed be 

embedded in the language. The first of the three tests, follows: 
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Test 1: Pronoun Referencing: 
(13) a. *Rekhai  ne  kaha  “uskii    maa  ko   bulao” 

Rekhai  ERG  say.PRES 3.GEN.FEMi mother ACC call.IMP 
Rekhai said call heri mom. 

b. Rekhai  ne  kaha   uskii/j    maa ko  bulao 
Rekha  ERG say.PRES 3.GEN.FEM mother ACC call.IMP 
Rekhai said, call heri/j mom. 

 
Pronouns in quotatives should be evaluated with respect to the reported speech act, i.e., the 

quote and not the speech act reporting the quote. The embedded quote in example (13a) is 

ungrammatical because the third person genitive uski cannot co-refer to the matrix subject 

Rekha which is outside the clause boundary. In contrast, example (13b) illustrates a clear 

case of the genitive uski, co-referencing with the subject Rekha or with another person. In 

case of the embedded imperatives, the genitives can co-reference with the matrix subject, 

thereby ruling  out embedded imperatives as quotatives. 

 

Test 2: Deixis 
(14) a. Hema ne   kaha   vo  kitaab  kharid  lo 

Hema  ERG  say.PRES that  book  buy  take.IMP 
Hema said buy that book. (While pointing) 

b. *Hema ne  kaha   “vo  kitaab kharid  lo” 
Hema  ERG say.PRES that  book buy  take.IMP 
Hema said, “Buy that book”. 

 
In (14a) we suppose that the speaker is pointing to a book in the immediate environment. 

This forces the indexical “that book” in the quote to be evaluated with respect to the actual 

speech act and not the reported quote. Indexical markers can only be evaluated within the 

same time frame of the reported speech act. Once removed from the time frame of the 

speech act, indexicals in a quotative construction cannot be evaluated. 

 

Test 3: Grammatical opacity 
Quotes are grammatically opaque. Association with focus, NPI licensing, binding and 

syntactic movement cannot happen across the quote boundary. Due to constraints of space, 

we will only demonstrate NPI licensing in Hindi-Urdu, as follows. 
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(16) a. kisi   ne  nahi kaha  (ki)   ek  bhi dress kharid-o 
anybody ERG NEG say.PRES (COMP) even one dress buy-IMP 
Anybody didn’t say that buy even one dress. 
(Nobody asked you to buy even one dress.) 

b. ??kisi ne  nahi  kaha,  “ek  bhi dress kharido” 
anybody ERG NEG say.PRES even one dress buy.IMP 
Anybody didn’t say, “Buy even one dress.” 

 
In Hindi-Urdu, negative nahi can license the NPI in the subordinate clause ek bhi from 

across the clause boundary (16a). However, when the NPI ek bhi appears in a quote, the 

licensing fails (16b). Nahi cannot license the NPI ek bhi across the quote boundary, since 

it has no scope over the NPI within the quote. 

As can be seen from this section, it becomes obvious that Hindi-Urdu allows the 

embedded imperative construction. This is one of the two obvious deviations in the 

language, the other being the occurrence of auxiliaries. 

3 Proposal  

To account for such deviations, the current study presents an alternative to the consensus 

approved theory of imperatives lacking the TP, or in some cases, even the FinP and the 

MoodP (Zanuttini 1991; Platzack and Rosengren 1998; Rupp 1999; Han 1999, 2019, 

2020, Zeijlstra 2004). While Jensen (2004) majorly focuses on imperative subjects in 

Mainland Scandinavian languages, her proposal about all imperatives having a TP appears 

more appealing for a language like Hindi-Urdu. Jensen’s study hypothesizes that 

imperatives and declaratives have a similar structure up to TP, with the only point of 

contention being the featural composition of the T°. For a TDecl°, the features include an 

interpretable tense feature and uφ-feature. In contrast, the TImp° carries an interpretable 

tense feature and an interpretable 2nd person φ-feature that is unspecified for number. 

 

(17) Featural composition of T° (from Jensen 2004): 

TDecl°          TImp ° 
[TDecl,uφ ]         [TImp, 2φ] 
T= Time of the event      T= speech time 
Spec, vP= agent        Spec, vP= intended agent 
Spec, TDeclP = subject of predication  2φ = addressee 
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We modify the Hindi-Urdu T° to also include an honorificity feature. (19) is the 

schematic representation of the Hindi-Urdu imperative of (18), which forms the basis of 

our proposal.  

 

(18) Reema-ne   kaha  (ki)  gend phenk-do 
  Reema-ERG said.PFV C  ball  throw-give.IMP 

Reema said throw the ball. 

(19)  

 

To support our proposal outlined above, we highlight that Hindi-Urdu imperatives pass the 

syntactic tests put forth by Jensen, some of which are VP internal (Object Shift and Phrasal 

Verbs) and others that are VP external (Vocatives and Thematic Subjects) which are 

needed to liken imperatives and declaratives. The first test is VP internal in nature.  The 

criterion required is that object shift in imperatives should be grammatical, as is the case 

in declaratives. However, we must note that an ideal test for object shift in Hindi-Urdu 

should also truly rule out scrambling in the language. The following test by Bhatt & 

Anagnostopoulou (1996) does so by using specific ko marked DPs. According to Bhatt & 

Anagnostopoulou (1996) all specific ko marked DPs undergo object shift. (20) illustrates 

object shift in a declarative construction and (21) illustrates the same in an imperative 

construction. 
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 (20)  a. tum-ne  Payal ko  seb  diya 
2SG-ERG  Payal ACC apple give.PFV 
You gave Payal an apple. 

b. tum-ne seb  ko  Payal ko  diya 
  2SG-ERG  apple  SPEC Payal ACC give.PFV 
  You gave the apple to Payal 

(21) a. (tum)  Payal ko  seb  do 
(2SG)   Payal ACC apple give.IMP 
Give Payal an apple. 

b. (tum) seb  ko  Payal ko  do 
(2SG) apple SPEC  Payal ACC give.IMP 
Give Payal the apple. 

 

The next VP internal test claims that particle verbs/ phrasal verbs behave the same in 

imperatives and declaratives. Since Hindi-Urdu does not feature phrasal verbs, we illustrate 

in (22) that idioms are grammatical in both imperatives and declaratives.  

 
(22) a. Sharma-ji     ne mehmaan-o ka  muh meetha. kar-aa-yaa 

Sharma-HON ERG guest-PL GEN mouth sweet do-CAUS-PFV.MSG 
Mr. Sharma served sweets to the guests. 
(Literally- Mr Sharma sweetened the guests’ mouths) 

b. muh meetha kar-aa-o 
  mouth sweet do-CAUS-IMP 
  Serve sweets! (Literally- Sweeten the mouth!) 

 
The first VP external test focuses on vocatives, which trigger only 2nd person agreement 

in an imperative. In a declarative, vocatives act like subjects and co refer only with a third 

person. 

 
(23) a.Sablogi apni apnii kitaab-ein uth-aa-o 

everyone own own book-PL pick-CAUS-IMP.2 
Everyone pick up their books! 

b. Sablog-oj  ne  apni apnij kitaabein uth-aa-y-i 
  everyone-OBL ERG own own book-PL pick-CAUS-PFV-FEM 
  Everyone picked up their books. 

 
Since vocatives are adjoined at the highest functional projection in a sentence, they cannot 

bear case in imperatives since T carries interpretable phi features and cannot case check 
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the vocative (23a).  In declaratives, however, vocatives can bear case and act as a subject 

(23b).  

Finally, we also draw a distinction between thematic subjects in imperative and 

declaratives. The agent and addressee of a declarative sentence differ.  Subject DPs merge 

in their thematic position [Spec, vP] and move to a higher position, to become the ‘subject 

of predication.’ However, the agent and addressee of an imperative are the same. Optional 

subject DPs merge in their thematic position [Spec, vP] and project their label, TImpP. The 

feature complex of TImp° [2φ] is interpreted as the addressee. There is no need to check 

either of the features on TImp° and therefore no further projection is licensed 

The semantic support for the proposal involves a separation between the two 

events, the first being the event of ordering (anchored to the utterance time TU, i.e., the 

present) and second, the event that is to be carried out (anchored to TE, which would 

naturally follow TU). Additionally, we claim that Hindi-Urdu declaratives and imperatives 

are specified for honorificity as well. We believe such an account provides a 

straightforward solution for the inflection on the verb, with the presence of Timp° specified 

with future oriented tense additionally facilitating the future inflection on imperatives.  

4 Conclusion 

The current study attempts to capture the distinctive nuances of the imperative construction 

in Hindi-Urdu, followed by a proposal to account for the same. We observed that Hindi-

Urdu imperatives can be embedded. Additionally, they also permit auxiliaries and complex 

predicates. The study puts forward our claim that these idiosyncrasies come about as a 

result of varying features on TImp° in comparison to the TDecl°. Such an account, we believe, 

provides a straightforward solution for the major differing characteristics of Hindi-Urdu 

imperatives, while making minimal changes to the existing account of clauses. There is a 

need to determine the complete range of semantic/pragmatic differences between 

imperatives in Hindi-Urdu. Further investigation of imperatives is also required in other 

Indo-Aryan/Dravidian languages to determine the cross linguistic viability of the model 

proposed above. 
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